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SANDVIK GROUP
Sandvik is a high-tech and global engineering group offering products and 
services that enhance customer productivity, profitability and sustainability. 
We hold world-leading positions in selected areas – tools and tooling sys-
tems for metal cutting; equipment and tools, service and technical solutions 
for the mining industry and rock excavation within the construction industry; 
products in advanced stainless steels and special alloys as well as products 
for industrial heating. 

OUR PURPOSE AND STRATEGY
“We make the shift – advancing the world through engineering.”

The new purpose expresses how our innovative solutions create value not 
only for our customers and employees, but also for society and the 
planet, ultimately creating shareholder value.  It further aligns and supports 
the Group’s future direction, culture and strategy.

The central idea behind the strategy is to enable important shifts in the world, 
such as digitalization and sustainability. To that end, six strategic objectives 
have been introduced: Shift to growth, sustainability shift, the digital shift, the 
customers’ first choice, the employer of choice and agile through the busi-
ness cycle.

150 COUNTRIES
around the globe

40 000
employees worldwide



BUSINESS AREAS
The Sandvik Group conducts operations in four business areas with 
responsibilities for research and development (R&D), production and 
sales of their respective products and services.

SANDVIK MINING AND ROCK SOLUTIONS
A global leading supplier in equipment and tools, parts, services and 
technical solutions for the mining and construction industries. 
Application areas include rock drilling, rock cutting, loading and hauling, 
tunnelling and quarrying.

SANDVIK MANUFACTURING AND
MACHINING SOLUTIONS
A market-leading manufacturer of tools and tooling systems for 
advanced industrial metal cutting. Products are manufactured in 
cemented carbide and other hard materials such as diamond, cubic 
boron nitride and special ceramics. The business area also comprises 
the areas of additive manufacturing and digital manufacturing.

SANDVIK ROCK PROCESSING SOLUTIONS
A leading supplier of equipment, tools, parts, services and solutions for 
processing rock and minerals in the mining and construction industries. 
Applications include crushing, screening, breaking and demolition.



CORE VALUES
Our core values are the heart of our culture and identity. They support our 
vision and guide us in our actions. 

Our core values are:



SUSTAINABILITY
We are committed to using engineering and innovation to make the 
shift that will drive more sustainable business. To achieve this, we are 
focusing on four sustainability goals for 2030.



SANDVIK MINING AND ROCK SOLUTIONS
Business area Sandvik Mining and Rock Solutions is a global leading 
supplier in equipment and tools, parts, services and technical solutions 
for the mining and construction industries. Applications include rock 
drilling, rock cutting, loading and hauling, tunnelling and quarrying.

The focus lies on bringing value to customers through high-
performing products that increase productivity and safety as well as to 
provide services and flexible maintenance programs that extend uptime 
and cut costs.

A fast-growing part of the business area’s offering is solutions for 
automation and remote monitoring of equipment, which increases 
operational efficiency and process reliability. The mine automation 
systems cover all aspects of automation, from single equipment to full 
fleet control.



SANDVIK ROCK PROCESSING SOLUTIONS
Business area Sandvik Rock Processing Solutions is a leading supplier of 
equipment, tools, parts, services and solutions for processing rock and 
minerals in the mining and construction industries. Applications include 
crushing, screening, breaking and demolition.

The focus lies on bringing value to customers through high-performing 
products that increase productivity and safety as well as to provide services and 
flexible maintenance programs that extend uptime and cut costs.

A growing part of the business area’s offering is targeted towards more 
energy-efficient communication, processes and technologies together with 
larger data sets to meet future customer requirements. This contributes directly 
to the industry’s target of sustainable communication, protecting the environ-
ment, and reduction of operational costs.

GLOBAL BUSINESS - LOCAL PRESENCE
Sandvik Southern Africa has been in existence since 1948. Our geographic 
diversity is mirrored by our cultural diversity, rich population, many languages 
and ethnicities. 

As a company we operate in the same economic sphere as our customers. 
We, therefore, have a firm grasp of the challenges of the local environment. 
We understand that companies need to find solutions that are cost-effective, 
reduce operational spend and focus on streamlining operations for maximum 
benefit. Building on the tradition of localisation and ensuring the conviction 
that there can be no substitute for direct service and contact.

Sandvik Southern Africa is increasing the company’s footprint in Africa. We 
achieve this by operating in South Africa, Zimbabwe, Namibia, Botswana and 
Mozambique.

Our products and services are aimed at improving our customers productivity 
and profitability. Our aftermarket support becomes a vital component of the 
way in which our customers do business. To this end the company has ma-
jor workshop facilities that can cater for full rebuilds and component repairs. 
These are located in Kempton Park and Harare.

Sandvik Southern Africa fully understands lifetime cycle costing from cradle to 
grave as well as any inherent technical issues that can affect the operations.  
All of these enable us to react quickly and effectively to provide improved 
customer service.



SANDVIK KHOMANANI - SOUTH AFRICA
The state-of-the-art Khomanani facility in South Africa includes three large 
workshop areas and office space on a 62,000 square metre site.

As the Tsonga name Khomanani reflects – “hold each other together as a unit” 
– our new home unites us under one roof to collaborate, adapt and learn as 
we strive towards higher standards.  The technical synergies of the workshops 
add to our commitment and capacity for local production that meets global 
quality requirements.

Two of the workshops are dedicated to refurbishment and rebuilding of local 
equipment for the Southern African region – mainly Botswana, Namibia and 
South Africa. This is  where new standard-format equipment is configured for 
local use, typically including features like safety systems, lighting, toe-
hitches and decals to customer specifications.

Our remanufacturing facility allows us to completely rebuild machines to OEM 
standards, including the sub-assembly refurbishments on transmissions, 
axles, differential and pump motors.

The first workshop has 23 bays for machines to be refurbished, while the 
second is specially equipped with 100 tonne capacity flooring for the heavier 
tracked equipment such as underground continuous miners and surface drill 
rigs. The fit-for-purpose layout of the spacious site allows the heavy transport 
vehicles to loop in and out with equipment without needing to manoeuvre, 
improving workflow and efficiency.  A combination of cranes from 5 tonne to 30 
tonne capacity – as well as a specialized 50 tonne forklift – facilitate safe and 
quick off-loading and reloading.

The third workshop focuses on local assembly of equipment for both South 
African, as well as global markets to Sandvik’s well-known high OEM standards.

Our investment in local manufacturing capacity is an important vote of 
confidence in South Africa and its mining sector.  The quality of our work is also 
world-class, allowing Sandvik to shift certain manufacturing duties from else-
where in the world, to our new facility.

In line with Sandvik’s international guidelines, the design of Khomanani 
prioritizes energy and water efficiency. With a shared solar photovoltaic sys-
tem and the use of LED light bulbs, the building is expected to achieve a 48% 
saving on energy, also making greater use of natural light, roof insulation and 
‘low-E’ coated glass. Water-efficient fixtures, fittings and systems, as well as 
rainwater harvesting, will improve water consumption levels by 42%.



PRODUCT AND SERVICE AREAS
UNDERGROUND DRILLING

Sandvik underground drill rigs are specifical-
ly designed to suit mining applications and to 
maximise productivity.  Equipped with high-
performance hydraulic rock drills, ergonomic 
controls and various levels of automatic drilling 
systems, making them highly productive, 
extremely reliable and economical machines.

LOAD AND HAUL
Sandvik underground loaders and haul trucks 
are engineered for safety, productivity and 
reliability in the toughest mining applications. 
Rugged, compact and highly manoeuvrable, 
the ergonomic equipment offers enormous 
capability for its size and returns a low cost per 
ton.

MINE AUTOMATION
Sandvik’s automation expertise is the result of 
years of research, development and close 
collaboration with our customers. Today, we 
offer the most advanced automation solutions 
in the industry. These solutions significantly
increase productivity and safety, as well as 
lower the total cost of ownership. We offer a 
wide variety of optimised products for unique 
mining needs.

PARTS AND SERVICES
Having great equipment is only part of the 
story, what makes working with Sandvik an 
unbeatable experience is the blend of lifetime 
support we can provide through our broad of-
fering of genuine parts & components, 
services and digital innovations.



ROCK TOOLS
Through proprietary production processes 
and extensive in-house R&D, we continuously 
develop new rock drilling tools and cemented 
carbide grades that improve operations and 
deliver superior performance and lower costs. 
Our latest generation of carbide grades and 
new larger, tougher tools make rock drilling 
more productive and profitable.

SURFACE DRILLING
In order to meet the demands of mining and 
rock excavation industry, Sandvik surface drill 
rigs are all designed to work effectively in the 
toughest conditions. This is why we invest 
heavily in R&D delivering true power with 
absolute precision through the latest technical 
innovations, our unique drilling rigs are the best 
in the business.

MECHANICAL CUTTING
All Sandvik mechanical cutting offers extensive 
safety features. Flameproof products are 
tested in realistic conditions ensuring their 
suitability for use in coal mines. The onboard 
dust suppression and methane dilution 
systems are tested by specialized simulation 
software. This is to reduce dust and improve 
visibility, ultimately providing healthier and 
safer working conditions for the machine 
operators.

CRUSHING & SCREENING
Our constantly evolving offering for mining 
and construction covers crushing, screening, 
breaking, demolition and service solutions. Our 
products provide maximum value in terms of 
performance, quality, safety, flexibility and — 
not least — total economy.



CORPORATE SOCIAL INVESTMENT
Sandvik Southern Africa aims to make a meaningful and sustainable 
impact in the communities in which we operate, to use corporate social 
investment to enhance the employer and corporate brand of Sandvik 
and make it more visible in our communities, drive employee 
participation and volunteerism in CSI activities and identify initiatives 
that are Sandvik owned. We focus our sponsorship and community 
involvement in the following areas:

Education and Innovation - Sustainable learner and educator focused 
initiatives, address the education crisis in the country with a focus on 
math and science, link to skills development and future skills required by 
the organization and the country.

Health – Address the health challenges experienced by the most 
vulnerable in society, partner with credible institutions/NGOs, focus on 
access to healthcare.

Sports, Arts and Culture – Projects to celebrate the soul and history of 
the communities and promote youth development.

Emergency or Disaster relief – A portion of the funds to be set aside to 
respond to natural disasters in which we and our customers operate.

Sandvik Mining RSA (Pty) Ltd allocates a minimum of 1% of its net profit 
after tax annually to corporate social investment. This spend contributes 
to the socio-economic development (SED) points for the company’s 
Broad-Based Black Economic Empowerment (B-BBEE). A corporate 
social investment (CSI) committee is in place to oversee the strategy and 
execution of the company’s socio-economic investment in line with the 
company’s B-BBEE, business and sustainability goals.



SAFETY
Safety is paramount at Sandvik. Our EHS Vision is to achieve Zero Harm to our 
people, the environment we work in, our customers and our suppliers. We are 
committed to creating a sustainable future through an approach firmly 
grounded in Sandvik’s core values. 

Our strong EHS culture:
•   Arises from our Values and is fully integrated into the way we do business
•   Relies on everyone being committed to our strategy and taking personal 
     responsibility
•   Is supported by effective management systems and processes
•   Delivers sustainable and continuous improvement

We are ISO14001, OHSAS 18001 and ISO 9001 certified.

CONTACT US
SANDVIK MINING RSA (PTY) LTD
Equites Park Riverfields
02 Riverfields Boulevard
Kempton Park
Gauteng
1619

Phone number:  +27 11 929 5300

www.sandvik.com


